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Influence of High Pressure on the Hyperfine Interaction 
Parameters in Laves Phase Compounds: (Y».sHf».i)Fez 

and (Zro.sHfo.OFez

Wpływ wysokiego ciśnienia na parametry oddziaływań nadsubtelnych 
w związkach Lavesa: {Ys.aHfo.iJFej i (Zra.sHfi>.i)Fey

Влияние высокого давления на параметры сверхтонкого взаимодействия 
в фазовых соединениях Лавеса (Y,.»Hf,,I)Fes и (Zr0.sHfil.1)Fe5

1. INTRODUCTION

The influence cf pressure on the hyperfine interaction 

parameters has been studied for some years but it still is little 

known. The high pressure investigations are difficult, mainlv 

because of the technological problems connected with the genera

tion, the measurement and maintaining of high pressure for a 

sufficiently long time. This pressure should be at least auasihv- 

drostatic to avoid structural defects in the sample investigated.
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For some years the intensive and comprehensive studies 

of Laves phase compounds RFe^ (where R is the rare earth 

element) have been performed. Hyperfine interactions in these 

compounds have been investigated, including the dependence of 

interaction parameters on the distance between ions and so-called 

"lantanic squee:ing“.[13

2. EXPERI MENTAL

The samples of <YQg Hf щ JFe^ and <ZrQ9 01 

were obtained by melting the stoi chiometric quantities of initial 

components in the induction or arc furnace in the inert gas at

mosphere. Only the central part of the cast from each smelt has 

been used to produce the samples. The annealing of samples in 

vacuum <10"$ Tr> at temperature 1250 К for 200 hours has been 

carried out to increase or to reconstruct their homogenity. After 

they had been exposed for 100 hours to a neutron 

Т1ихф=7» lO13n/cm2-S they were annealed once again to remove the 

radiation defects. The investigated compounds crystallize in

Fig.l. Laves phase compound MgCu • - Cu, -Mg.
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High pressure was produced in Bridgman’s anvil pressure 

chamber (see fig.2), similar to that described in C23. The an

vils were made fron sintered carbide alloy. The volume of samples 
3

was about 0.05 mm . The greatest errors arose during the 

measurement of the pressure acting on the radioactive sample. Tne 

pressure was measured by means of a tensometer stud: into the 

interior wall of the chamber <3 in fig 2).

During the turning of cap(l) which exerted the pressure 

the Bridgman’s anvils, the wall elongated a litlle; that led to 

the increase of the resistivity of the tensometer. This 

resistivity was measured by means of the bridge. The pressure 

change of the resistivity of the conductor (8) during the phase 

transitions in Bi, Sn and Pb was utilized to calibrate the 

pressure. Simultaneously the calibration of the conductor (7) 

made from manganine was performed. Its resistivity increases 

linearly with the pressure growth. After the calibration we put 

the tablet (di instead of the control tablet (ci. In the central 

part of the tablet (d) the mixture of the tested samples was 

placed together with -the powdered substance of large coefficient 

of the internal friction and transferred the pressure. Usually it 

was a mixture of boron nitride and amorphic boron. The edges of 

the tablet (di were formed of the substance transferring the 

pressure. Owing to this construction one could suppose that our 

radioactive sample was submitted to the quasihydrostatic 

pressure.This pressure was measured by the increase of the 

resistivity ' of the wire made from manganine. If it would be 

broken however, one would use the indications of the tensometer.

ror smaller values of pressure the anvils with hol 1 owed
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Fig.2.The chamber for the generation of the hydrostatic high 
pressure: it is equipped wth the anvils of Bridgman s 
type a)with flat anvils ; blwith hollowed anvils 
c> control tablet; d>the tablet with sample investigated 
Notation: 1> cap: 2) ball bearing; 3) frame; in its 
interior the tensometer is stuck: 4) anvils: 5) sample 
investigated: t>) mixture'of nitride of boron and amorphic 
boron: 7) conductor made from nickeline: S> conductor 
made from Bi, Sn or Pb.

hemi spheres (fig 2b) assured the homogenuous distribution of

pressure.Such a construction guaranteed the self-seal on the

edges of the anvils.

TL’PAC measurements have 
181 cascade in Ta < after the

spectrometer has been used.

been performed for < 133-482 ) keV
o- <81 \p decay of HfJ. ft standard

with E<aF? and NE 111 sei nti labors

working with XP 2020 Q photomultiplier. The time resolution was
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equal tb 2 (- =0.9 h 1.9 ns. Measurements w-.v-performed on 

palicrystal 11ne samples without the external magnetic xi;ld.

In the investigated materials the perturbation of the 

angular correlation is caused by the hyperfine magnetic 

interactions. For this reason the spin precession function can be 

written as follows:

R(-f)=°o 4 ai(e cosc^t + e cos2c\t) 
i-1

3g parameter takes into account the influence of the nucleus 

which occupy the irregular positions in the crystalline lattice. 

The values of a j coefficient's are proportional to the number of 

nuclear samples in the positions influenced by the internal 

magnetic field B^ .In this case the following relation is 

realized between the Larmor precession frequency CJ{ and the 

magnetic field B^f :
cjjfrad/s] = - 62.26 -105Bw[T]

Д parameter means the relative width ( A = A/cfy Ä - the width 

at half maximum, - the frequency for the given position of the 

ions and the Lorentz-type frequency distribution. The values of 

hyperfine interaction parameters, obtained from our experiment 

are given in Table I.

3. RESULTS

As Table I indicates, the amplitude of the measured 

hyperfine magnetic fields on ^^Ta nuclei occupying the position 

of R ions, i.e. Y or Zr, increases with the increase of pressure 

in both compounds. The smearing of values (indicated byЛ 
parameter) increases, too. This may be connected with the fact 

that the pressure acting on the sample is not quasi hydrostatic 
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because of some imperfections in the construction cf our pressure 

chamber.

Table I
The influence of pressure on the change of hyperfine 
magnetic fields for nuclei in the investigated
•j amples.

Samp 1e F’Ckbar1 Bhf CTJ Л
0 -14.40(10) 0.05(1)

'0.9 H'0.1 'Fc2
27(1)
50 ( 3 >

-14.95(15)
-15.10(15)

0.07(1)
0.09(1)

74 (3) -15.45(15) 0.11(1)

— 30 ' 4 >

Q

-15.95(15)

-6.55(10)

0.12(1)

0.03(1)

09 H,01 >Fe2
24(1)
50 ( 3 ) 1 ! 4 '

J
Ы

 О
Ф
- (.4

С
П
 СП 0.09(1)

0.09(1)
75(3)
S3 (4)

-7.65(15)
—3.07(15)

0. 10(1)
0.12(2)

It is interesting to compare the pressure derivatives 

measured by us and those obtained for the same compounds by means 

of NMR method C3Z. The. are similar as far as the signs of values 

are considered. Our results confirm the difference between signs 

of àlnBhf/c)p ■for the radioactive samplers occupying the Fe 

positions and those of R (i.e. Ta, Y and Zr).

In C4) a supposition, based on the experimentally 

observed abnormal temperature dependence o-f hyper-fine fields, has 

been put forward. It claimed that in R positions, occupied by 

nuclear samplers Ta, the localised magnetic moment was created, 

although the Y,Zr and Ta atoms were nonmagnetic.

It has been assumed that the measured hyperfine magnetic 

field is the sum of the fields originating from core polarization 

CP CEP( Ej. ) and conduction electrons polarization ( ):
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The hvperfine -field Bj^ connected with the core polarization i:

of exchange interaction origin. It is antiparallel to the 
CEPmagnetic moment, acting on the atom. The Б contricut 1 on is

proportional to the magnetic moment localized near the -nuclear

samp1 er. Taki ng into account the results of 14,51 c-ne

estimate the contribution of both components to E> on the Ta
. Ł „ CP _ . „ ~ _ CEPnuclei at room temperature: t я *1.3  T and В ~ -le-.c < in

CP CEPYFe— and Б^, Ä +11.4 T and BI. -17.9 T in irFz, 2 hr nt

Recently the energy band calculations were performed for 

YFe and ZrFe2 applying the ftSW method Cb2.lt has ce-.-n

revealed that in the positions occupied by Y or Zr. the magnetic

moment exists equal to -0.45yug and -0.5óyUg , respectively. It 

is antiparallel to the Fe magnetic moment. The last one is èqual 

to l.éb'Ug for YF°2 and 1.90yUg for ZrFe^

Generally, the pressure changes the hyperfine interaction 

parameters by changing 1) the distribution of density 

states,namely the distribution of the conduction electrons.2> the 

distance between ions and 3) the deformation of electronic shells 

(mainly valence ones) . The local deformation of the lattice 

around Ta ions plays particular role, too.

The contribution of these factors may be different in 

various samples and linear appro::imation, presented in fig.3 is 

the first approximation. For higher pressures the deviation from 

linearity occurs. Because of lantanic squeezing Ill, experienced 

by atoms occupying the R positions, the external pressure leads 

mainly to the decrease of the value of the magnetic moment 

localized in this position and consequently to the decrease of
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СР СР СЕРВ JjÇ . Because of opposite signs and and reciprocal

relation between them,it leads to the increase o-f the amplitude of 

magnetic -field observed on Ta nuclei (see Table II). In the above
CfPconsiderations we assumed that B not change with the

pressure, or its decrease with the increase o-f pressure is
CPconsiderab) : smaller than in the case o-f .

Ficj.t. The pressure dependence of 
.nd ' <ZrwHfQ1 Fs2 .

m tj-for ;0.9rH0.r'Fc2

decrease c-+ F® magnetic moment does not necessarily lead to 
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the reduction of fields induced on Ta ( transferred hyperfine 

fields) . it is true, if this field is compensated by the 

decrease of overlapping of the wavefunction of Fe (3d?-Ta (6sj , 1 i ).e 

in the case of YFejC33. Such behavior was noticed for nickel £.7 3.

On the contrary, the decrease of the localized moments of 

Fe nuclei connected with the increase of the pressure, causes the 

magnetic field reduction (dlnßh^/Эр Г0) . because the 

contribution is very small in this case.

The difference between values d In б^/др measured in F: 

positions for Y(Zr> and Ta is caused probably by the fact that 

the contributions from the core polarization for 3d ions are the 

greatest in the whole periodic table (and are equal to 

73T/unpaired spin/). Certainly, the induced localized magnetic 

moment on Ta impurity atoms will be different from the intrinsic 

moment of Y(Zr) atoms in YFe^ or ZrFe^ compounds, as far as 

its value is concerned.

Table II.
Hyperfine fields and their pressure derivatives.

î Sample
Nuclear 
sampl er

BbfCT3 
at P=0

3in bm 
ЭР

CIO'5 kbar 3
Temp.

CK3
Lit.

Y09Hf0.1>Fe2 1«Ta -14.4(1) 11.0(1) 300 »>

! YFe S3 у -22.0(1) 6.7(3) 4.2 £33

! YFe »F. -21.3(1) -4.2(2) 4.2 £33

; <ZrQ9 Hf(M )Fe2 wTa -6.5(1) 22.3(3) 300 * )

! ZrFe $*Zr -12.6(1) 11.1(3) 4.2 £33

! ZrFe' « Fe -22.2(1) -7.3(1) 4.2 £33

♦ ) our experiment
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Streszczenie

przeprowadzono pomiary TDPAC w temperaturze pokojowej 

w celu wyznaczenia pól nadsubtelnych na jądrach 181Ta w zwią
zkach (ï0.9Bf0>1)Pe2 i (Zro.9Hfo.l)Pe2*  *y znaczono wielkości 

tych pól w funkcji ciśnienia do 80 kbar, oraz ich pochodne ciś

nieniowe . Uzyskane wyniki potwierdzają różnicę znaków
Э1п Bhi .
"dp dla Pr°bnikow jądrowych obsadzających położenia Pe i p®. 

łożenia H /tzn. Ta, T i Zr/. Jest to zgodne z przypuszczeniem, 
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że w położeniach. R, zajmowanych przez próbniki Ta indukowany 

Jeat moment magnetyczny, mimo to, że atomy Ta, Y i Zr są niema

gnetyczne.

РЕЗЮМЕ

181Для определения сверхтонких полей на ядрах та в соеди
нениях (yo.9Hfo.i Fez и ^Zro.9Hfo.i ^е2 ПР°В°Д'ЛЛИСЬ измерения 
ДВУК при комнатной температуре. Определены значения этих полей 
как функции давления, а также их производные относительно дав
ления, —ячМ*  Полученные результаты подтверждают тот факт,

1 a in
что величина  д-р— имеет разные знаки для ядерных зондов в 

положении Те и в положении R (т.е. Та, Y, Zr). Это согла
суется с предположением, что в положениях R занимаемых зон
дами та индуцируется магнитный момент - несмотря на то, что 
атомы Та, y и Zr - немагнитные.




